
 

 
     

    

- Master thesis - 
Automated fingerprint quality assessment as a  

replacement for dactyloscopic expert assessment 
 
CASED In CASED (Center for Advanced Security Research Darmstadt) Technische Uni-

versität Darmstadt, Fraunhofer Institute for Secure Information Technology 
and the University of Applied Sciences Darmstadt collaborate in the fast devel-
oping field of IT Security. In a unique cooperation, which combines different 
areas of expertise from these renowned institutions, progressive IT security 
solutions are researched, developed and implemented into industrial economy: 
CASED brings together computer scientists, engineers, physicists, legal ex-
perts and business economists. Read more on www.cased.de. 
 

Background   Fingerprints are a widespread and widely accepted biometric for use in identi-
fication and verification scenarios. Comparators are capable of achieving high 
levels of performance as long as the fingerprint quality is sufficiently high. In 
this project we explore and identify features present in fingerprint images 
which can be used as predictors for sample quality and relate them to the as-
sessments of dactyloscopic experts. Several features are already known to be 
indicative of quality; for example local contrast, orientation certainty levels and 
minutiae count have been applied with reasonable success. Of special interest 
is extraction of features through spectral analysis, both in the local and global 
scale of the fingerprint image.  
  Implementations of fingerprint quality algorithms are numerous and many 
have been shown to have a relation with the observable biometric perfor-
mance.  A number of fingerprint images have been assessed by dactyloscopic 
experts and assigned at least one quality value based on the experts opinion of 
the fingerprint which will form the basis of a groundtruth dataset which will be 
used in conducting research answering main questions of the proposed thesis.  
 

Tasks  Assess the performance of the algorithm in terms of speed and accuracy 

 Determine relation between expert and automated assessments 

Prerequisites  Interest in image and signal analysis 

 Familiar with Matlab, OpenCV 

 Desire to contribute to international standards 

Start  Immediately 

Contact Martin Aastrup Olsen 
martin.olsen@cased.de 
CASED - Center for Advanced Security Research Darmstadt 
Mornewegstraße 32 
64293 Darmstadt 
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